BUILD BETTER
TEAMS WITH THE
MIND MUSEUM.
The Mind Museum offers narrativebased team building packages featuring
combinations of fun and challenging
mental and physical activities.
Our experienced facilitators and staff can
customize packages and options to best
suit your team’s needs.

CSI 101: Crime of Passion
with Google Philippines
December 2016
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AUDACITY
PACKAGES
[Premium Packages]

Immerse in exciting role-playing stories
that simulate real-world problems and
difficulties. In two hours, your team will
undergo a series of challenges that will
develop your creativity and synergy.
Solve a mystery, find the cure, or stop a
catastrophe!
Duration
3-4 hours (activity proper is 2 hours)
Minimum/Maximum no. of participants
50 - 100
Venue
Special Exhibitions Hall + Galleries,
MindLab, and/or Canopy Plaza
Price
Php 150 000 for up to 60 pax
+ Php 2500/participant in excess
Inclusions
• Immersive storyline with 10-12 activities
• IDs and Souvenir Caps
• Catered lunch or dinner
• All day passes to The Mind Museum
on the day of the event

Space Mission: Stop Armageddon
with InterContinental Hotels
5 Group
July 2015

A. Space Mission:
Stop Armageddon
Journey as space teams from different
departments of a space expedition.
Every action must help you get closer to
accomplish your overall mission: save
Earth from a pending asteroid collision by
sending people to Mars to destroy it.
Outcomes:
strategic thinking, leadership,
resourcefulness, delegation of tasks,
cooperation, teamwork
Great for:
teams who want to build their creativity
and making skills; teams who want a mix
of mental and physical challenges; teams
who have a competitive spirit
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B. CSI 101: Crime of Passion
Play rookie agents on your first case: a
murder unfolding as a thrilling tale of love
and obsession. Agents must work together
to investigate the crime scene, analyze
pieces of evidence, and uncover out each
suspect’s secret to identify the killer and
build a solid case against them!
Outcomes:
critical thinking, delegation of tasks,
communication, cooperation, teamwork
Great for:
teams who like solving puzzles and
mysteries; teams who want to get a taste of
being in the laboratory; teams who have a
competitive spirit
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C. Aftermath:
The Aedi Virus
As survivors of a deadly airborne Aedi virus,
trapped inside a bunker, you must venture
outside to search for a cure and retrieve
supplies to rebuild your colony. Meanwhile,
those who brave the outside world can
inflicted by the already harsh environment.
Some may lose their sight, suffer from limbparalysis, or become mute. They would
then need to help each other to carry out
their mission despite their disabilities.
Outcomes:
adaptability, managing strengths and
weaknesses, delegation of tasks,
communication, cooperation, teamwork
Great for:
teams who want a mix of mental and
physical challenges; teams who want to
highlight collaboration and cooperation
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CURIOSITY
PACKAGES
[Economy Packages]

Pressed for time but still want to
experience what we offer? Try these short
but holistic activities to strengthen your
team’s solidarity and ingenuity. Train like
astronauts, enlist in a spy school, and
survive an island escape.
Duration
1.5 hours
Maximum no. of participants
30
Venue
Mind Pod + Galleries and/or
Canopy Plaza
Price
Php 20, 000
Inclusions
• 4-5 activities facilitated by TMM staff
• IDs and Souvenir Caps
• 3-hour passes to The Mind Museum
on the day of the event

Aftermath: The Aedi Virus
with Ayala Land Strategic Landbank Management
9 Group
June 2015

CURIOSITY TEAM BUILDING THEMES
A. Spy Training
Rig out! The secret service is looking for
new spies. Get ready to undergo three
essential espionage skills: deciphering
ciphers and codes, mastering the art
of disguise, and slithering past through
obstacles. Once you have completed your
training, put your skills to the test and
gather clues to defuse a ticking bomb!
Great for:
teams who like solving puzzles; teams
who like competing and working under
pressure.

B. Astronaut Academy
Suit up! Prepare to launch for space! Grasp
some basic physics, demonstrate your
teamwork and communication skills, and
engineer a contraption to protect your
payload.
Great for:
teams who want to build their creativity
and making skills; teams who have a
competitive spirit.

C. Island Escape
SOS! Your team is stranded on a desert
island: will you be able to escape? Work
together to overcome all the challenges the
island holds and signal for rescue.
Great for:
teams who enjoy active, physical
challenges; teams who want to promote
collaboration and cooperation
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Want a fully
customizable
team building for
your company or
organization?
The Mind Museum
is here to help you.

